
 

In the 2013 movie oz the great and powerful, a blue wizard is whaled much by a witch that he has to be transported to a town in
America where he meets his niece and uses her as a means of getting back to his land.But before boarding arrives, going away
from being being an internet sensation, life gets even worse by becoming the most feared wizard alive. His niece is taken away
while Oz loses his power. This new world made him do terrible things while also making him feel empty inside. The 2013
movie oz the great and powerful, a blue wizard is whaled much by a witch that he has to be transported to a town in America
where he meets his niece and uses her as a means of getting back to his land. But before boarding arrives, going away from
being being an internet sensation, life gets even worse by becoming the most feared wizard alive. His niece is taken away while
Oz loses his power. This new world made him do terrible things while also making him feel empty inside. His friends believe
that he is dead and they go to US and tell his niece about him. His new life as a bad wizard is not as bad as he first thought.The
new Oz lives on with his niece and enjoys making money from flying tours to see him fly, donuts made from his magic
fingerprints, and of course the original yellow bricks. This is Alec Baldwin who plays Ozzy in Oz: The Great And Powerful
(2013). That film was released on March 4, 2013. This is Michelle Williams that plays Glinda in Oz: The Great And Powerful
(2013). She also appears in the Wicked movie remake that came out February 27, 2013. This is Mila Kunis who plays Theodora
in Oz: The Great And Powerful (2013). It's funny how she's playing a redhead witch in both Oz and this movie. This is Rachel
Weisz who played Evanora the Wicked Witch of the East in Oz: The Great And Powerful (2013). This is James Franco who
played Oscar "Oz" Diggs, the Wizard in Oz: The Great And Powerful (2013). He also starred as Harry Osborne/Green Goblin in
Spider-Man; Harry Osbourne/New Goblin; and George Sands/Mysterio. This movie does not give much detail about Hansel or
Gretel except for that they are children like Dorothy. They are only mentioned a few times in this movie. The first appearance
of a magical house is a red one, belonging to the Wicked Witch of the East. The Wicked Witch is close friends with Evanora
and has a man named Carabosse as an acquaintance. In Oz: The Great And Powerful (2013), this is the second time that the
Wizard gets into trouble with the witches for trying to take over from them from being their leader from being their leader. The
first time was 1991's "Return To Oz". In it he ruled over his land just fine without problems whatsoever.
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